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Network motifs
• Recurrent and statistically significant subgraphs
• A few nodes, edges
• Significant with respect to the null models
• More meaningful when induced (i.e., graphlets)

• A versatile tool for network analysis
• Functional units, basic building blocks
• Extendible to different types: bipartite, weighted, multilayer…
• Sub-procedure for meso- and macro-scale analysis
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Temporal networks
• Links are active only at certain points in time
• Each link (event, interaction) has a timestamp

• Big shift from the static networks
• Temporal dimension is more dominant
• Snapshot analysis is over-simplistic

• Structural sparsity meets temporal sparsity
• Unclear rhythm, bursty nature of the human behavior

•Motifs can be effective to capture fine-grain information
Figure from Nature 
Communications
volume 11, Article
number: 2259 (2020)
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Temporality brings new challenges for motif analysis
• Temporal aspects need to be incorporated
• Multiple interactions between a pair of nodes
• Ordering among the events
• Time difference between the consecutive events

• Or the entire timespan of the motif
• Event durations

• The spectrum of motifs is significantly larger
• Just consider ordering and repeated interactions

• 3-node, 3-edge motifs: 2 static, 36 temporal
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How to consider temporal aspects in network motifs?
• Motif models by previous works
• Cross-discipline subject, independent studies on the same problem
• Comparison by considering various aspects of temporality

• Some ideas for unification

• Comprehensive evaluation
• Impact of the implicit assumptions by different models

• Biases in results
• Exploring the parameter space; on various real-world networks
• Ideas for simplifying the representation

• Paper is available: https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.11817
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Temporal motif models
• Four models have been proposed for temporal motifs:

• Kovanen et al. (2011) proposed the first model and introduced the notion of temporal adjacency to 
relate the events in a motif.

• Song et al. (2014) introduced another model for streaming workloads where the motifs are found 
on-the-fly and events are allowed to be partially ordered.

• Hulovatyy et al. (2015) considered new relaxations and restrictions to improve Kovanen et al.’s 
model and also discussed the events with durations.

• Paranjape et al. (2017) proposed a practical model with a specified time window to bound all 
events in a motif.
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TABLE 1
Aspects of Temporal Motif Models

Article Kovanen et al Song et al Hulovatyy et al. Paranjape et al.
Induced subgraph Node-based temporal 8 Static only Static only
Event durations 8 8 4 8
Partial ordering 4 4 8 8
Directed edges 4 4 8 4
Node/Edge labels 8 4 8 8
Adjacent events in �C 4 8 4 8
Entire motif in �W 8 4 8 4

phism where there is a total ordering among the edges [39].
Franzke et al. introduced another definition where there is
more flexibility in defining the temporal order of edges; e.g.,
relative time intervals can be specified for each edge in the
temporal subgraph [40].

4 OVERVIEW OF TEMPORAL MOTIF MODELS

To the best of our knowledge, there are four models:
• Kovanen et al. [9] proposed the first model and introduced
the notion of temporal adjacency to relate the events in a
motif.
• Song et al. [10] introduced another model for streaming
workloads where the motifs are found on-the-fly and the
events in a motif can be partially ordered.
• Hulovatyy et al. [11] considered new relaxations and
restrictions to improve Kovanen et al.’s model and also
discussed the events with durations.
• Paranjape et al. [12] proposed a practical model with a
specified time window to bound all events in a motif.

We first briefly explain the main idea in each paper and
then compare them with respect to different aspects.

The first temporal network motif model is introduced by
Kovanen et al. [9]. The idea is to use edge timestamps to
build more expressive motifs than the classical network mo-
tifs in static networks [1]. Kovanen et al. define the temporal
motif as an ordered set of events with two features: (1) time
difference between each pair of consecutive events (in the
whole set) is less than the threshold �C , an input parameter,
(2) for each node in the motif, its adjacent events in the motif
are consecutive, i.e., the node does not participate in any
other event between its events in the motif. This is aimed to
consider causality among the events.

Song et al. [10] proposed the event pattern matching
problem for the real-time graph streams. By considering
the graph structure, event pattern matching improves the
traditional complex event processing [41]. This work ap-
proached the problem from time series and stream pro-
cessing perspective and used the graph structure as a new
feature. Event pattern is basically a temporal motif model
that considers node/edge labels, partial orderings among
events, and an input parameter, �W , which serves as an
upper bound for the time difference between the first and
the last events in the motif.

Hulovatyy et al. [11] came up with another temporal
motif model based on the notion of graphlets (induced
motifs) in static networks [2]. Hulovatyy et al. improved the
model by Kovanen et al. by (1) only considering the induced

subgraphs, i.e., all interactions among a given set of nodes
are taken into account, and (2) relaxing the constraint that
adjacent events of a node should be consecutive. They also
discussed the use of events with durations in temporal net-
work motifs, for the first time. Furthermore, they introduced
an additional restriction (constrained dynamic graphlets)
to reduce the computational complexity while obtaining
approximate results. Authors have shown that their new
model captures various temporal motifs from each node’s
perspective and gives more effective results than the prior
techniques for predicting aging-related genes in humans.

The last model, by Paranjape et al. [12], also considers
a relaxation of the first model proposed by [9]. As in [11]
the constraint that the adjacent events of a node should be
consecutive (in [9]) is relaxed so that the motifs that occur in
a short burst can be caught. [12] also proposed to use time
window, �W , to bound the time difference between the last
and the first events in a motif.

There are several aspects of temporal networks and
motifs that are handled differently in each of those four
models. Table 1 presents an overview. Those aspects are
crucial across the diverse application space of temporal
networks. For instance, fraudsters in financial transaction
networks camouflage their identities by getting involved
in repetitive legal transactions. A strictly induced temporal
motif is helpless in this context since it considers all the
transactions among a set of entities in which the few fraud-
ulent transactions can be overlooked. In a communication
network, on the other hand, it might make more sense
to use induced motifs to fully understand the information
dissemination. Here we discuss each aspect and highlight
the advantages and limitations of those models [9], [10], [11],
[12] accordingly.

4.1 Motif as induced subgraph

In static networks, considering all the edges among a given
set of nodes (rather than selecting a subset) has been shown
to be more effective in motif-based analysis [42]. Because
the non-induced motifs become artificially recurrent and
shadow the importance of larger induced structures. For
instance, an induced square motif (1!2, 2!3, 3!4,1!4)
implies that no diagonal edges exist (i.e., 1!3 and 2!4
are missing) whereas a non-induced square motif has no
such restriction (i.e., every 4-clique is also a square). In
temporal networks, “inducedness” is more involved. In
order to capture all the interactions among a given set of
nodes, one should consider the time interval in which those
events occur and also watch for the number of events in
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• Static interpretation: A subgraph of nodes                                                         
considers all the edges among them.

• Temporal interpretation: ?

• Kovanen et al: Node-based
• Consecutive events restriction: In a given

motif, adjacent events of a node must be consecutive
• Song et al: Nothing

• On-the-fly computation; more appropriate for online fraud detection
• Hulovatyy et al: Constrained dynamic graphlet

• The repeated interactions are not considered
• No new information, also avoids redundant computation

• Paranjape et al: Induced in the static projection
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E F
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C D

C D

E F

Induced subgraph
MotifNetwork
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to reduce the computational complexity while obtaining

approximate results. Authors have shown that their new
model captures various temporal motifs from each node’s
perspective and gives more effective results than the prior
techniques for predicting aging-related genes in humans.

The last model, by Paranjape et al. [12], also considers
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the constraint that the adjacent events of a node should be
consecutive (in [9]) is relaxed so that the motifs that occur in
a short burst can be caught. [12] also proposed to use time
window, �W , to bound the time difference between the last
and the first events in a motif.

There are several aspects of temporal networks and
motifs that are handled differently in each of those four
models. Table 1 presents an overview. Those aspects are
crucial across the diverse application space of temporal
networks. For instance, fraudsters in financial transaction
networks camouflage their identities by getting involved
in repetitive legal transactions. A strictly induced temporal
motif is helpless in this context since it considers all the
transactions among a set of entities in which the few fraud-
ulent transactions can be overlooked. In a communication
network, on the other hand, it might make more sense
to use induced motifs to fully understand the information
dissemination. Here we discuss each aspect and highlight
the advantages and limitations of those models [9], [10], [11],
[12] accordingly.

4.1 Motif as induced subgraph

In static networks, considering all the edges among a given
set of nodes (rather than selecting a subset) has been shown
to be more effective in motif-based analysis [42]. Because
the non-induced motifs become artificially recurrent and
shadow the importance of larger induced structures. For
instance, an induced square motif (1!2, 2!3, 3!4,1!4)
implies that no diagonal edges exist (i.e., 1!3 and 2!4
are missing) whereas a non-induced square motif has no
such restriction (i.e., every 4-clique is also a square). In
temporal networks, “inducedness” is more involved. In
order to capture all the interactions among a given set of
nodes, one should consider the time interval in which those
events occur and also watch for the number of events in
that period. Formally, a temporal subgraph induced by the
node set V 0 2 G for a time interval [ts, tf ] includes all the
events (u, v, t) in G such that u, v 2 V 0 and ts  t  tf . If
there is an additional restriction for the number of events,
say k (as in the motif definition), then one can consider only
the consecutive k events to form a motif. This means that
there should not be any other event (u, v, t) 2 G such that
u, v 2 V 0 and ti  t  ti+1 for any consecutive event pair
in the motif with timestamps ti and ti+1.

The first model in [9] does not require a motif to be
induced in the static sense, e.g., a diagonal edge in the
square example above can be allowed. However, one impor-
tant condition in Kovanen et al’s model [9] is that a node’s
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approximate results. Authors have shown that their new
model captures various temporal motifs from each node’s
perspective and gives more effective results than the prior
techniques for predicting aging-related genes in humans.

The last model, by Paranjape et al. [12], also considers
a relaxation of the first model proposed by [9]. As in [11]
the constraint that the adjacent events of a node should be
consecutive (in [9]) is relaxed so that the motifs that occur in
a short burst can be caught. [12] also proposed to use time
window, �W , to bound the time difference between the last
and the first events in a motif.

There are several aspects of temporal networks and
motifs that are handled differently in each of those four
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crucial across the diverse application space of temporal
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in repetitive legal transactions. A strictly induced temporal
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set of nodes (rather than selecting a subset) has been shown
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the non-induced motifs become artificially recurrent and
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are missing) whereas a non-induced square motif has no
such restriction (i.e., every 4-clique is also a square). In
temporal networks, “inducedness” is more involved. In
order to capture all the interactions among a given set of
nodes, one should consider the time interval in which those
events occur and also watch for the number of events in
that period. Formally, a temporal subgraph induced by the
node set V 0 2 G for a time interval [ts, tf ] includes all the
events (u, v, t) in G such that u, v 2 V 0 and ts  t  tf . If
there is an additional restriction for the number of events,
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the consecutive k events to form a motif. This means that
there should not be any other event (u, v, t) 2 G such that
u, v 2 V 0 and ti  t  ti+1 for any consecutive event pair
in the motif with timestamps ti and ti+1.

The first model in [9] does not require a motif to be
induced in the static sense, e.g., a diagonal edge in the
square example above can be allowed. However, one impor-
tant condition in Kovanen et al’s model [9] is that a node’s
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Timing constraints: ∆𝐂 and ∆𝐖
• Two types of constraints
• ∆!: Time difference between the consecutive pair of events

• Independent of the motif size
• Captures causality, relevance
• Embraced by Kovanen et al., Hulovatyy et al.

• ∆": Time difference between the last and the first events
• No bound for consecutive difference
• Considers the entire window
• Used by Song et al., Paranjape et al.
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TABLE 1
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more flexibility in defining the temporal order of edges; e.g.,
relative time intervals can be specified for each edge in the
temporal subgraph [40].

4 OVERVIEW OF TEMPORAL MOTIF MODELS

To the best of our knowledge, there are four models:
• Kovanen et al. [9] proposed the first model and introduced
the notion of temporal adjacency to relate the events in a
motif.
• Song et al. [10] introduced another model for streaming
workloads where the motifs are found on-the-fly and the
events in a motif can be partially ordered.
• Hulovatyy et al. [11] considered new relaxations and
restrictions to improve Kovanen et al.’s model and also
discussed the events with durations.
• Paranjape et al. [12] proposed a practical model with a
specified time window to bound all events in a motif.

We first briefly explain the main idea in each paper and
then compare them with respect to different aspects.

The first temporal network motif model is introduced by
Kovanen et al. [9]. The idea is to use edge timestamps to
build more expressive motifs than the classical network mo-
tifs in static networks [1]. Kovanen et al. define the temporal
motif as an ordered set of events with two features: (1) time
difference between each pair of consecutive events (in the
whole set) is less than the threshold �C , an input parameter,
(2) for each node in the motif, its adjacent events in the motif
are consecutive, i.e., the node does not participate in any
other event between its events in the motif. This is aimed to
consider causality among the events.

Song et al. [10] proposed the event pattern matching
problem for the real-time graph streams. By considering
the graph structure, event pattern matching improves the
traditional complex event processing [41]. This work ap-
proached the problem from time series and stream pro-
cessing perspective and used the graph structure as a new
feature. Event pattern is basically a temporal motif model
that considers node/edge labels, partial orderings among
events, and an input parameter, �W , which serves as an
upper bound for the time difference between the first and
the last events in the motif.

Hulovatyy et al. [11] came up with another temporal
motif model based on the notion of graphlets (induced
motifs) in static networks [2]. Hulovatyy et al. improved the
model by Kovanen et al. by (1) only considering the induced
subgraphs, i.e., all interactions among a given set of nodes
are taken into account, and (2) relaxing the constraint that
adjacent events of a node should be consecutive. They also
discussed the use of events with durations in temporal net-
work motifs, for the first time. Furthermore, they introduced

an additional restriction (constrained dynamic graphlets)
to reduce the computational complexity while obtaining
approximate results. Authors have shown that their new
model captures various temporal motifs from each node’s
perspective and gives more effective results than the prior
techniques for predicting aging-related genes in humans.

The last model, by Paranjape et al. [12], also considers
a relaxation of the first model proposed by [9]. As in [11]
the constraint that the adjacent events of a node should be
consecutive (in [9]) is relaxed so that the motifs that occur in
a short burst can be caught. [12] also proposed to use time
window, �W , to bound the time difference between the last
and the first events in a motif.

There are several aspects of temporal networks and
motifs that are handled differently in each of those four
models. Table 1 presents an overview. Those aspects are
crucial across the diverse application space of temporal
networks. For instance, fraudsters in financial transaction
networks camouflage their identities by getting involved
in repetitive legal transactions. A strictly induced temporal
motif is helpless in this context since it considers all the
transactions among a set of entities in which the few fraud-
ulent transactions can be overlooked. In a communication
network, on the other hand, it might make more sense
to use induced motifs to fully understand the information
dissemination. Here we discuss each aspect and highlight
the advantages and limitations of those models [9], [10], [11],
[12] accordingly.

4.1 Motif as induced subgraph

In static networks, considering all the edges among a given
set of nodes (rather than selecting a subset) has been shown
to be more effective in motif-based analysis [42]. Because
the non-induced motifs become artificially recurrent and
shadow the importance of larger induced structures. For
instance, an induced square motif (1!2, 2!3, 3!4,1!4)
implies that no diagonal edges exist (i.e., 1!3 and 2!4
are missing) whereas a non-induced square motif has no
such restriction (i.e., every 4-clique is also a square). In
temporal networks, “inducedness” is more involved. In
order to capture all the interactions among a given set of
nodes, one should consider the time interval in which those
events occur and also watch for the number of events in
that period. Formally, a temporal subgraph induced by the
node set V 0 2 G for a time interval [ts, tf ] includes all the
events (u, v, t) in G such that u, v 2 V 0 and ts  t  tf . If
there is an additional restriction for the number of events,
say k (as in the motif definition), then one can consider only
the consecutive k events to form a motif. This means that
there should not be any other event (u, v, t) 2 G such that
u, v 2 V 0 and ti  t  ti+1 for any consecutive event pair
in the motif with timestamps ti and ti+1.
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at the same time. Furthermore, if the temporal network’s
timespan is too large, it is often desirable to reduce the
resolution by creating snapshots. Thus, the models in [9]
and [10] do not handle such networks. [12] only mentions
that their model can be extended to handle partial ordering
but does not provide further details. In [11], partial ordering
is not taken into account at all and the motif model is
defined to have a total ordering among its events. Note that
the models that assume a total ordering also fail to handle
the networks where event timestamps are not unique.

4.4 Directed edges, node/edge labels

All models, except [11], considered directed edges in their
definitions. Hulovatty et al. only mention that their model
is also extendible for directed edges [11]. Regarding the
node/edge labels, only [10] established their model ac-
cordingly. We believe that other models can also handle
node/edge labels. Note that none of the models consider
edge weights, which is also challenging and mostly over-
looked for static networks.

4.5 Timing Constraints

Connectivity in the temporal dimension is a key feature
for temporal motif models. There have been different ap-
proaches to formalize temporal connectedness in the pre-
vious works [9], [10], [11], [12]. Kovanen et al. proposed a
model where each consecutive event pair should occur close
in time and ensured this by defining an upper bound for the
difference between the timestamps [9]. Formally, they define
the temporal motif as a connected temporal subgraph such
that for any pair of consecutive events that share a node, the
time difference should be less than �C . The same approach
is also used by Hulovatyy et al. [11]. Note that both models
require graph connectivity to consider consecutive events.
On the other hand, [10] and [12] consider a window-based
temporal connectivity where all the events in a temporal
motif must occur within a given time interval, denoted as
�W . Namely, the time difference between the last and the
first events is limited by �W .

Those two approaches yield temporal motifs with differ-
ent semantics. �C is useful to detect causal relationships
since each pair of consecutive events should occur in a
certain time period, but it fails to bound all the events in
a motif, i.e., can only give a loose limit, (|E0| � 1) ⇤ �C ,
for the entire motif where E0 is the set of events. �W , on
the other hand, presents a holistic temporal view for the
entire motif but cannot consider the causality. Consider a
connected temporal motif with three ordered events where
we set �C=5 for the models in [9], [11] and �W =10 for the
models in [10], [12]. If the timestamps of those three events
are 1, 9, and 10, �W based models consider this motif valid,
but �C based models do not since the first two events are
not close enough for �C=5. One can say that the first two
events are too far apart, thus there is no causality. However,
it is also possible that the third event occurred right after the
second only because of some important information that is
initially conveyed by the first event; thus there is a causality
between the first and third events. Either interpretation can
make sense depending on the type of temporal network
being considered.

TABLE 2
Important statistics for the temporal network datasets we use in
our experiments. For each network, we provide the number of
nodes, events (interactions), edges (unique pairs of nodes in

events), timestamps (#T, unique timestamps across the entire
timespan), the percentage of events with unique timestamp

(|Eu|/|E|), and the median interevent-time (m(�t), in seconds).

Name Nodes Events Edges #T |Eu|/|E| m(�t)
Bitcoin-otc 5.88K 35.6K 35.6K 35.4K 99.2% 707
CollegeMsg 1.90K 59.8K 20.3K 58.9K 97.2% 37
Calls-Copen. 536 3.60K 924 3.59K 99.7% 194
SMS-Copen. 568 24.3K 1.30K 24.0K 97.6% 32
Email 986 332K 24.9K 208K 50.5% 15
FBWall 47.0K 877K 274K 868K 98.0% 42
SMS-A 44.4K 548K 69.0K 470K 73.1% 3
StackOver. 260K 6.35M 4.15M 5.97M 88.2% 6
SuperUser 194K 1.44M 925K 1.44M 99.2% 83

One can consider to use both parameters to have a trade-
off between the two extremes of �W and �C . Depending
on the number of events in the temporal motif, one of
those two timing constraints can be useless for certain
values of �W and �C . Given a motif with m events and
�C/�W ratio, we have:

Constraints =

8
>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>:

�C if 0  �C
�W

 1
m� 1

�C ,�W if 1
m� 1 < �C

�W
< 1

�W if �C
�W

� 1

There are m � 1 time intervals among m events. The
loose bound defined by �C for the entire motif window
is �C ⇤ (m � 1). In the first case, any �W that is larger
than that bound is meaningless; so satisfying �C constraint
is sufficient. It is also meaningless to consider a �C value
(third case) that is not smaller than �W ; just considering
�W would also satisfy the other. The only case where both
constraints make sense is when �W is smaller than the loose
bound �C ⇤ (m� 1) (second case). Exploring the parameter
space in that case may enable to consider temporal motifs
with respect to both inter-event timings (�C ) and entire
motif timing (�W ).

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present an extensive evaluation for the
various aspects considered in the four temporal network
motifs [9], [10], [11], [12]. We are particularly interested in
the impacts of temporal inducedness and timing constraints.
Our code (including plot scripts) is available for repro-
ducibility: https://shorturl.at/erBP1.
Datasets. We select various directed temporal network
datasets from several domains, including phone messages,
emails, Facebook wall interactions, posts in Q/A websites,
and call detail records (CDR). Table 2 gives several statistics
about our datasets. The time resolution of all the networks is
one second. In addition to the number of events, edges, and
the percentage of events with unique timestamp, we give
the median interevent-time for each dataset, which is the
median of time intervals between all pairs of consecutive
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events in the network. This gives us an idea about how
to choose the timing parameters (�C and �W ) in order
to address the trade-off between discovering more motifs
and reducing the computational costs. In the phone message
networks, an event (u, v, t) represents a message sent to
person v by person u at time t; we have SMS-A [44],
SMS(Copenhagen) [45], and College-messages [46].
Email presents the emails between members of European
research institution [46], where an event (u, v, t) denotes an
email sent from person u to person v at time t. Among the
online social networks; FBWall is the collection of posts
between users on Facebook in the New Orleans region [47],
where an event (u, v, t) indicates user u posted on the user
v’s wall at time t; StackOverflow and SuperUser are the
interaction networks on two stack exchange websites [46],
where event (u, v, t) stands for the answer/comment user
u posted on user v’s question/answer at time t. Note that
we slice out the earliest 10 percents of the events from
the original StackOverflow datasets for the efficiency
purposes. We also study the Bitcoin-otc, a trust network
where users rate each other to reflect their trust regarding
the bitcoin transactions [46]. For the CDR data, we use
Calls(Copenhagen), which is the collection of phone
calls between university students over a period of four
weeks [45].

Motif notation. We consider three-event and four-event
motifs in this work and it is not feasible to visualize all.
Instead, we introduce a notation to refer to the temporal
motifs in our experiments. We use 2n digits to denote a
temporal motif with n events. Each pair of digits is an event
from the node represented by the first digit to the node
denoted by the second digit. The first two digits are always
01, to denote that the first event occurred from node 0 to
node 1. The sequence of pairs and the digit number of each
node follow the chronological order of events and nodes.
Figure 2 presents some examples. For instance, 011202 (top-
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Fig. 2. [Left] We use 2n digits to denote a temporal motif with n
events. Each event is given by a pair of digits, where the source
node is the first and the target node is the second digit. The first
two digits are always 01, to denote that the first event occurred
from node 0 to node 1. The sequence of pairs and the digit number
of each node follow the chronological order of events and nodes.
[Right] Event pair representations, all six types are listed. At the
bottom, a three-node three-event motif is denoted as a sequence of
repetition and out-burst, and a four-event motif is denoted as a
sequence of repetition, convey, and ping-pong.

left) corresponds to a triangle temporal motif where the first
event is from the black node (0) to the white node (1), the
second one is from the white node (1) to the gray node (2),
and the last event is from the black node (0) to the gray
node (2). Note that we only consider the motifs that grow as
a single component, by adding one event at a time.
A new lens: Event pairs. In this work, we consider an
alternative way to interpret the temporal motifs [27]. We
simply look at the sequence of two events that share a node
(i.e., event pairs). Event pairs can be seen as the building
blocks of the larger motifs (with � 2 events). Given a pair of
consecutive events that share a node in the motif, (u1, v1, t1)
and (u2, v2, t2), where t1 < t2, there are six types of event
pairs (also shown in Figure 2):
• Repetition. Two events occur on the same edge (u1=u2,
v1=v2).
• Ping-pong. Second event is reverse of the first one (u1=v2,
v1=u2).
• In-burst. Two events share the same target (u1 6=u2, v1=v2).
• Out-burst. Two events share the same source (u1=u2,
v1 6=v2).
• Convey. The source of the second event is the target of the
first event (v1=u2, u1 6=v2).
• Weakly-connected. The target of the second event is the
source of the first event (u1=v2, v1 6=u2).

A motif with m events can be represented as a sequence
of m� 1 event pairs, as long as each consecutive event pair
shares a node (see Figure 2 for examples). Considering event
pairs as the building blocks is useful for three reasons:
• It is a 6-letter alphabet, thus a simple and succinct way to
deal with the temporal and structural complexity.
• It is expressive; can exactly represent all 2n3e or 3n3e
motifs (36 in total, i.e., 62) and all 3n4e or 2n4e motifs (216
in total, i.e., 63); it can also give 216 (63) broad descriptions
(not exact) for the 480 4n4e motifs that grow as a single
component.
• It is well-suited to capture the cause-effect relations:
event pairs within the larger motifs can reveal the mesoscale
characteristics while providing a straightforward interpreta-
tion.
Questions. In our experimental evaluation, we are looking
to answer the following questions about temporal network
motifs by using the various real-world temporal networks
in our dataset:
Q1: What are the implications of temporal inducedness
constraints discussed in Section 4.1? In particular, is there
any bias in the spectrum or counts of motifs obtained by
consecutive event restriction in [9] and constrained dynamic
graphlets in [11]? We answer those in Section 5.1.
Q2: How the timing constraints, �C and �W , impact the
spectrum or counts of motifs? What are the biases implied
by each constraint? How would the combination of those
two constraints compare? We consider those in Section 5.2.
Note that we avoid the experiments in prior studies [12]
about the choice of parameters.
Q3: What new insights can we capture by using the lens of
event pairs? What kind of sequences of event pairs observed
in each dataset? Is there any commonality for all datasets or
for the ones from the same domain? We investigate those
in Section 5.3.
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TABLE 3
The impact of consecutive event restriction. We compare the total

counts of 3n3e motifs without or with consecutive event
restriction for �C=1500s (2nd and 3rd columns). We also give
the ranking changes of the four motifs among all 32 3n3e motifs

after the consecutive restriction is added (last four columns).
Overall, the given motifs are amplified when the consecutive

event restriction is applied.

Network Non-cons. Cons. 010210 011210 012010 012110
Calls-Cop. 1.66K 77 +7 -9 0 0
CollegeMsg 1.59M 2.55K +18 +23 +10 +16
SMS-Copen. 198K 389 +16 +18 +14 +17
SMS-A 1.02M 35 +11 +11 +2 +6
Email 1.84M 1.82K +1 +4 +4 +4
FBWall 268K 904 +14 +10 +13 +2
Bitcoin-otc 6.42K 1.93K 0 0 +2 +3
StackOver. 3.78M 1.02K -11 +8 -5 0
SuperUser 481K 10.9K +4 +4 -4 +5

Note that we are only interested in the motif counts and
behavior of the motif spectrum in our evaluation; runtime
performance is not in our scope in this work (but is a
promising future direction). We will use three-event and
four-event motifs in our experiments.

5.1 Temporal inducedness constraints

As discussed in Section 4.1, temporal network motif models
have different approaches to define temporal inducedness.
Here we evaluate the impact of two restrictions by us-
ing 3n3e (three-nodes, three-events) motifs: (1) Consecutive
events, proposed in [9] to ensure node-based temporal
inducedness, (2) Constrained dynamic graphlets, proposed
in [11] to filter out the stale information.

5.1.1 Consecutive events restriction
In this part, we evaluate the advantages and limitations
of adding the consecutive event restriction. As explained
in Section 4.1, consecutive event restriction is a node-based
constraint. If a node is part of a motif, then the adjacent
events of the node in the motif should be consecutive,
i.e., the node cannot have an adjacent event outside the
motif while it is engaged in the motif. The third column
in Figure 1 also demonstrates this restriction. Consecutive
events restriction is useful when handling a star node for
instance, which is adjacent to many events. The continuity
requirement ensures that the node can only be engaged
with a linear number of motifs, avoiding exponentially
many. However this is a double-edged sword: it permits
fast counting and analysis, but can miss important patterns.
Here we count the motifs with and without consecutive
event restriction on 3n3e motifs and use �C = 1500s timing
configuration (i.e., no �W is specified). Table 3 presents
the results (all results are available in the supplementary
materials).

The motif counts show that in all datasets except
Bitcoin-otc, over 95% of the motifs are removed if
the restriction is applied. We observe that four motifs,
010210, 011210, 012010, and 012110, are often amplified
by the consecutive event restriction. These motifs are not
frequently observed in the non-consecutive scenario but

rise to a significantly higher ranking after the consecutive
restriction is applied. All of these motifs follow an ask-reply
pattern, where the last event replies the first event. It is
not an immediate response and another node is involved
in the second event, which appears to be another conver-
sation. If the restriction is not considered, adjacent events
of a node are not required to be consecutive. Then, the
second event would be allowed to form a different motif,
by skipping the third event and adding another adjacent
event from the new conversation, which would reduce the
original ask-reply pattern between the first and the third
events. The amplification of these motifs is most commonly
observed in message networks, e.g., in CollegeMsg and
SMS(Copenhagen). All in all, while the consecutive event
restriction filters out the discontinuous engagements from
the node’s perspective, it yields biased motif counts by
consistently amplifying particular motifs.

5.1.2 Constrained dynamic graphlets
As defined in Section 4.1, constrained dynamic graphlets are
defined to exclude stale information in the temporal motifs.
Constrained dynamic graphlet only includes the new events
that are not observed in the prior timestamps; formally,
if two events (u1, v1, t1) and (u2, v2, t2) are consecutive
in the graphlet (where u1, v1 6= u2, v2), then there must
be no event (u2, v2, t0) in the temporal graph for which
t1  t0  t2.

Here we investigate how the constrained dynamic
graphlets impact the spectrum of observed motifs and
compare against the temporal motifs without such restric-
tion. Note that this restriction is mainly motivated by the
snapshot-based representation, which implies that there are
multiple events occurring at the same timestamp. For most
real-world temporal networks, the raw data has a fine
resolution (e.g., 1 second) and it is unlikely to observe
multiple events occurring at the same timestamp. We also
show this in Table 2 in the second last column: more than
97% of the events have unique timestamps in most datasets.
Hence, nearly all motifs would be able to escape from
the constrained dynamic graphlet restriction since almost
always only one event occurs in a give timestamp. Thus
we degrade the resolution of our datasets to 300s in order
to highlight the difference between constrained dynamic
graphlet counting and vanilla temporal motif counting (i.e.,
without constraints). Note that this will have an additional
impact on both types of the motif counts: each will have less
motifs when compared to 1s resolution. This is because in
this work, we assume the events in a motif have a total
ordering, so events within the same timestamp are not
included in the same temporal motif. In both scenarios, we
only consider �C = 1500s as the timing constraint and
investigate the counts of 3n3e motifs.

We first check the impact of degrading the resolution
on vanilla temporal motif counts. Message networks are
affected most by the resolution change; we observe 80%
decrease in counts from 1s to 300s. Degrading the resolution
has less impacts on the stack exchange networks, where the
inter-event time intervals are larger than the other datasets.
Comparing the ratios of each motif at 1s and 300s resolu-
tions shows that the change of proportion is always less
than 1%. This shows that degrading the resolution affects
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TABLE 4
The motif proportion changes (percentage) when going from

vanilla temporal motifs to the constrained dynamic graphlets. The
resolution of all datasets is degraded to 300s, and the variance of
proportion changes for all 3n3e motifs is shown. Email has the
greatest variance in motif proportion changes. 010102, 010201,

010202, and 012020 are the four motifs that show the most
significant changes. For Bitcoin-otc, the two methods show
no difference since there is no repetitions allowed in the dataset.

Network Variance 010102 010202 012020 010201
Calls-Cop. 1.70 +0.22% -3.45% +1.39% -5.60%
CollegeMsg 3.36 +3.31% +4.36% +3.76% -2.12%
SMS-Copen. 3.49 +2.37% +3.23% +3.26% -0.99%
SMS-A 2.34 +4.09% +4.98% +1.54% -1.93%
Email 18.98 -9.63% -10.05% +2.88% -18.00%
FBWall 1.03 +1.06% +1.09% +0.75% -0.78%
Bitcoin-otc 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
StackOver. 0.04 +0.26% +0.27% +0.26% -0.09%
SuperUser 0.06 +0.63% +0.65% +0.24% -0.14%

all motifs equally, so does not introduce any bias into our
evaluation.

Now we compare the two methods after the resolution is
degraded to 300s. Table 4 presents the results (all results are
available in the supplementary materials). We investigate
the changes in the ratios for all 3n3e motifs (proportion
of a particular motif count to the sum). We observe the
largest variance in Email, which indicates that some motifs
change significantly than others. Message networks also
show strong variance, while in the stack exchange networks
the variances are less than 0.1. We also observe some
commonalities across all datasets: 010102, 010202, 012020,
and 010201 are the motifs that show the most significant
proportion changes when going from vanilla counts to
restricted counts. We believe that the decrease in 010201
is due to the fact that the constrained dynamic graphlet
requires no occurrence of 01 event between the first and
third timestamps. Note that it is very likely to see such 01
events at all timestamps in the graph since the motif implies
a broadcast of events from a single node. Regarding the
increases in the ratios of motifs 010102, 010202, and 012020,
we believe the repetitions play an important role since they
do not violate the constrained dynamic graphlet restriction.
Also, Email shows a very different behavior with respect
to these motifs, where most ratios decrease drastically. The
reason is that two events form a repetition while the other
two events generate an out-burst. The out-burst corresponds
to the carbon copies (cc) in emails. Since the carbon copies
are very common in email networks, it is likely that the
copy occur at both timestamps of the repetition, thus those
motifs are removed by the constrained dynamic graphlet
restriction.
Summary. Overall, we observe that both the consecutive
events restriction and constrained dynamic graphlets ex-
hibit a bias towards certain types of motifs, consistently in
most datasets.

5.2 Impact of timing constraints

As discussed in Section 4.5, both timing constraints (�C and
�W ) have their specialties in capturing temporal motifs: the

TABLE 5
Counts of event pairs and their reduction rates when going from
only-�W to �W -and-�C and only-�C configurations. The R,

P, I, O, C, W are the types of event-pairs. All counts are
decreasing when going from only-�W to only-�C configuration.

However, the reduction in R, P, I, O is more significant in all
datasets. Overall, only-�W amplifies R, P, I, O occurrences.
Using both constraints (�C/�w = 0.66) reaches a balance

between the two extremes, where the R, P, I, O motifs are
significantly reduced while the C, W motifs are mostly preserved.

Network Motif Type only-�W �W -and-�C only-�C

Count Count Ratio Count Ratio

College.
R, P, I, O 514K 421K 81.9% 292K 56.8%

C, W 68.3K 56.4K 82.6% 40.2K 58.9%

FBWall
R, P, I, O 395K 315K 79.7% 242K 61.3%

C, W 45.9K 40.6K 88.4% 32.7K 71.2%

Bitcoin.
R, P, I, O 8.91K 7.21K 80.9% 5.94K 66.6%

C, W 338 316 93.5% 282 83.4%

SMS-Cop.
R, P, I, O 293K 241K 82.1% 177K 60.3%

C, W 31.1K 27.0K 86.8% 21.0K 67.5%

SMS-A
R, P, I, O 894K 745K 83.4% 561K 62.8%

C, W 66.0K 58.6K 88.8% 43.6K 66.1%

�C emphasizes the causality and continuity among events,
while the �W provides a holistic view and brings a strict
bound to the motif timespan. Here we use both parameters
and compare the patterns we observed in the two extremes
(only-�C and only-�W ). For all experiments, we set the
�W as 3000 seconds and change the �C to obtain different
�C/�W ratios. Our choice relies on the same principle used
in [12]; we use inter-event times as proxy. As we discussed
in Section 4.5, the �C/�W ratio must be in ( 1

m�1 , 1) interval
to make the both constraints useful, i.e., we are considering
only-�C if the �C/�W ratio is too small and only-�W if
the ratio is too large. For three-event motifs we select three
configurations: �C/�W = 0.5 (only-�C ), 0.66 (�W -and-
�C ), and 1.0 (only-�W ); for four-event motifs there are four
configurations: �C/�W = 0.33 (only-�C ), 0.5, 0.66, and 1.0
(only-�W ). Since we only change the �C here, some of the
motifs in larger �C/�W configurations will not satisfy the
�C constraint when the ratio becomes smaller, thus the set
of motifs observed under smaller �C/�W ratio is a subset
of the larger �C/�W configuration.

(a) 3e motifs (Stack.) (b) 4e motifs (Calls-Cop.)

Fig. 3. Ratios of event pairs in only-�W and only-�C configu-
rations. Each figure shows a pair of pie charts to present the ratio
of event pairs in six categories. Figure 3a has the distributions
for 3e motifs in StackOverflow; Figure 3b gives the ratios for
4e motifs in Calls-Copenhagen. Overall, the proportion of
repetitions decreases in almost all datasets when going from only-
�W to only-�C configuration while the ones with increasing
ratios are different.
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events in the network. This gives us an idea about how
to choose the timing parameters (�C and �W ) in order
to address the trade-off between discovering more motifs
and reducing the computational costs. In the phone message
networks, an event (u, v, t) represents a message sent to
person v by person u at time t; we have SMS-A [44],
SMS(Copenhagen) [45], and College-messages [46].
Email presents the emails between members of European
research institution [46], where an event (u, v, t) denotes an
email sent from person u to person v at time t. Among the
online social networks; FBWall is the collection of posts
between users on Facebook in the New Orleans region [47],
where an event (u, v, t) indicates user u posted on the user
v’s wall at time t; StackOverflow and SuperUser are the
interaction networks on two stack exchange websites [46],
where event (u, v, t) stands for the answer/comment user
u posted on user v’s question/answer at time t. Note that
we slice out the earliest 10 percents of the events from
the original StackOverflow datasets for the efficiency
purposes. We also study the Bitcoin-otc, a trust network
where users rate each other to reflect their trust regarding
the bitcoin transactions [46]. For the CDR data, we use
Calls(Copenhagen), which is the collection of phone
calls between university students over a period of four
weeks [45].

Motif notation. We consider three-event and four-event
motifs in this work and it is not feasible to visualize all.
Instead, we introduce a notation to refer to the temporal
motifs in our experiments. We use 2n digits to denote a
temporal motif with n events. Each pair of digits is an event
from the node represented by the first digit to the node
denoted by the second digit. The first two digits are always
01, to denote that the first event occurred from node 0 to
node 1. The sequence of pairs and the digit number of each
node follow the chronological order of events and nodes.
Figure 2 presents some examples. For instance, 011202 (top-
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Fig. 2. [Left] We use 2n digits to denote a temporal motif with n
events. Each event is given by a pair of digits, where the source
node is the first and the target node is the second digit. The first
two digits are always 01, to denote that the first event occurred
from node 0 to node 1. The sequence of pairs and the digit number
of each node follow the chronological order of events and nodes.
[Right] Event pair representations, all six types are listed. At the
bottom, a three-node three-event motif is denoted as a sequence of
repetition and out-burst, and a four-event motif is denoted as a
sequence of repetition, convey, and ping-pong.

left) corresponds to a triangle temporal motif where the first
event is from the black node (0) to the white node (1), the
second one is from the white node (1) to the gray node (2),
and the last event is from the black node (0) to the gray
node (2). Note that we only consider the motifs that grow as
a single component, by adding one event at a time.
A new lens: Event pairs. In this work, we consider an
alternative way to interpret the temporal motifs [27]. We
simply look at the sequence of two events that share a node
(i.e., event pairs). Event pairs can be seen as the building
blocks of the larger motifs (with � 2 events). Given a pair of
consecutive events that share a node in the motif, (u1, v1, t1)
and (u2, v2, t2), where t1 < t2, there are six types of event
pairs (also shown in Figure 2):
• Repetition. Two events occur on the same edge (u1=u2,
v1=v2).
• Ping-pong. Second event is reverse of the first one (u1=v2,
v1=u2).
• In-burst. Two events share the same target (u1 6=u2, v1=v2).
• Out-burst. Two events share the same source (u1=u2,
v1 6=v2).
• Convey. The source of the second event is the target of the
first event (v1=u2, u1 6=v2).
• Weakly-connected. The target of the second event is the
source of the first event (u1=v2, v1 6=u2).

A motif with m events can be represented as a sequence
of m� 1 event pairs, as long as each consecutive event pair
shares a node (see Figure 2 for examples). Considering event
pairs as the building blocks is useful for three reasons:
• It is a 6-letter alphabet, thus a simple and succinct way to
deal with the temporal and structural complexity.
• It is expressive; can exactly represent all 2n3e or 3n3e
motifs (36 in total, i.e., 62) and all 3n4e or 2n4e motifs (216
in total, i.e., 63); it can also give 216 (63) broad descriptions
(not exact) for the 480 4n4e motifs that grow as a single
component.
• It is well-suited to capture the cause-effect relations:
event pairs within the larger motifs can reveal the mesoscale
characteristics while providing a straightforward interpreta-
tion.
Questions. In our experimental evaluation, we are looking
to answer the following questions about temporal network
motifs by using the various real-world temporal networks
in our dataset:
Q1: What are the implications of temporal inducedness
constraints discussed in Section 4.1? In particular, is there
any bias in the spectrum or counts of motifs obtained by
consecutive event restriction in [9] and constrained dynamic
graphlets in [11]? We answer those in Section 5.1.
Q2: How the timing constraints, �C and �W , impact the
spectrum or counts of motifs? What are the biases implied
by each constraint? How would the combination of those
two constraints compare? We consider those in Section 5.2.
Note that we avoid the experiments in prior studies [12]
about the choice of parameters.
Q3: What new insights can we capture by using the lens of
event pairs? What kind of sequences of event pairs observed
in each dataset? Is there any commonality for all datasets or
for the ones from the same domain? We investigate those
in Section 5.3.
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(a) 010102 motif for SMS-Copenhagen

(b) 011221 motif for FBWall

(c) 01212303 motif for CollegeMsg

Fig. 4. Behavior of intermediate event occurrences. In each figure, the x-axis denotes the occurrence time of intermediate events with
respect to the first and last events. 0% denotes the first event occurrence and 100% represents the last event occurrence. The y-axis
shows the frequency of the intermediate events; second events (blue) in three-event motifs and second & third events (blue & red) in
four-event motifs. In all cases, enforcing the �C constraint regularizes the skew in only-�W case.

We first discuss the counts and spectrum of motifs
under different timing constraints by using the event pairs
(Section 5.2.1). Then, we investigate the behavior of interme-
diate events (non-first and non-last events) under different
timing constraints (Section 5.2.2). Last, we check how the
motif timespans are shaped by different timing parameters
(Section 5.2.3).

5.2.1 Motifs counts and event pairs
First, we compare the motif counts obtained with different
timing constraint configurations. We analyze the frequency
and ratio of the event pairs (R, P, I, O, C, W) observed in 3n3e
motifs. We observe that considering only-�W amplifies
the number of R, P, I, O motifs. Enforcing the �C constraint
helps to find less R, P, I, O motifs since consecutive events
should be close to each other. Table 5 shows that R, P, I,
O motifs are overrepresented in the situation where �C

is ignored. We observe the number of R, P, I, O motifs 10
times greater than C, W motifs in all datasets. The number
of R, P, I, O motifs observed in only-�C configuration is
40 percent less than the only-�W configuration. Among all
datasets message networks are affected most by the �C

constraint, where the number of R, P, I, O motifs is reduced
to 56.8% in CollegeMsg and 60.3% in SMS(Copenhagen).
The number of C, W motifs is also reduced when switched
to only-�C configuration, but the reduction rates are smaller
than the R, P, I, O motifs. Using both constraints can achieve
the balance between two extremes, where the number of R,
P, I, O motifs is reduced to nearly 80 percent and the C, W
motifs is reduced to 90 percent.

We also compare the ratios of event pair types be-
tween only-�C and only-�W configurations for all three-
events (3e) (two- or three-nodes) and four-events (4e) (two-
, three-, or -four nodes) motifs. Figure 3 presents rep-
resentative results; for StackOverflow (3e motifs) and
Calls-Copenhagen (4e motifs) (all results are available in
the supplementary materials). In most datasets, we observe
that the ratio of repetitions decreases when going from
only-�W to only-�C configuration whereas the increases
show variety. The ratio of repetitions for 3e motifs in
StackOverflow is reduced from 18.0% in only-�W to
16.4% in only-�C (Figure 3a). It is similar for 4e motifs; in
Calls-Copenhagen, the repetitions decrease from 15.7%
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shows the frequency of the intermediate events; second events (blue) in three-event motifs and second & third events (blue & red) in
four-event motifs. In all cases, enforcing the �C constraint regularizes the skew in only-�W case.

We first discuss the counts and spectrum of motifs
under different timing constraints by using the event pairs
(Section 5.2.1). Then, we investigate the behavior of interme-
diate events (non-first and non-last events) under different
timing constraints (Section 5.2.2). Last, we check how the
motif timespans are shaped by different timing parameters
(Section 5.2.3).

5.2.1 Motifs counts and event pairs
First, we compare the motif counts obtained with different
timing constraint configurations. We analyze the frequency
and ratio of the event pairs (R, P, I, O, C, W) observed in 3n3e
motifs. We observe that considering only-�W amplifies
the number of R, P, I, O motifs. Enforcing the �C constraint
helps to find less R, P, I, O motifs since consecutive events
should be close to each other. Table 5 shows that R, P, I,
O motifs are overrepresented in the situation where �C

is ignored. We observe the number of R, P, I, O motifs 10
times greater than C, W motifs in all datasets. The number
of R, P, I, O motifs observed in only-�C configuration is
40 percent less than the only-�W configuration. Among all
datasets message networks are affected most by the �C

constraint, where the number of R, P, I, O motifs is reduced
to 56.8% in CollegeMsg and 60.3% in SMS(Copenhagen).
The number of C, W motifs is also reduced when switched
to only-�C configuration, but the reduction rates are smaller
than the R, P, I, O motifs. Using both constraints can achieve
the balance between two extremes, where the number of R,
P, I, O motifs is reduced to nearly 80 percent and the C, W
motifs is reduced to 90 percent.

We also compare the ratios of event pair types be-
tween only-�C and only-�W configurations for all three-
events (3e) (two- or three-nodes) and four-events (4e) (two-
, three-, or -four nodes) motifs. Figure 3 presents rep-
resentative results; for StackOverflow (3e motifs) and
Calls-Copenhagen (4e motifs) (all results are available in
the supplementary materials). In most datasets, we observe
that the ratio of repetitions decreases when going from
only-�W to only-�C configuration whereas the increases
show variety. The ratio of repetitions for 3e motifs in
StackOverflow is reduced from 18.0% in only-�W to
16.4% in only-�C (Figure 3a). It is similar for 4e motifs; in
Calls-Copenhagen, the repetitions decrease from 15.7%
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in only-�W to 12.5% in only-�C (Figure 3b). The decrease
in repetitions also means an increase in other types of
event pairs. For stack exchange interactions, the ratio of
in-bursts increases: for 3e motifs in StackOverflow, the
in-bursts increases from 22.5% in only-�W to 25.6% in only-
�C . As interactions in StackOverflow are answers and
comments, this indicates that new posts are often answered
and commented by many different persons in a short time
period, and we can have better grasp of the in-bursts of
answers and comments by bringing the �C constraint.
For 4e motifs in Calls-Copenhagen, on the other hand,
the proportions of ping-pongs and conveys increase when
going from only-�W to only-�C configuration. This implies
that in CDR networks ask-reply and message delivering
patterns tend to happen in a short time period, therefore
become more prominent in the only-�C configuration.

5.2.2 Intermediate event behaviors
Next, we investigate the intermediate event behaviors under
different configurations. Since �W only limits the interval
between the first and the last events, it has no control on the
behavior of intermediate events, i.e., when the second event
happens in three-event motifs or when the second/third
events happen in four-event motifs. Due to the bursty
nature of temporal networks, the intermediate events in the
motifs can be heavily skewed to the first event or the last
event. Such bias is greatly reduced by �C constraint, since
it limits the time difference between consecutive events.
Here we show a few representative motifs in different
datasets for 3n3e and 4n4e motifs in Figure 4 (all results
are available in the supplementary materials). Figure 4a
shows the intermediate event occurrence of motif 010102
in SMS(Copenhagen). In only-�W case, the occurrence of
the second event is significantly skewed to the first event
since the second event is a repetition of the first. The lapse
between the second and the last event can cover the entire
timespan of the motif, and it is hard to guarantee the rele-
vance of the last event in this scenario. The skewness in the
second event occurrence is reduced when �C/�W = 0.66,
and the distribution is further regularized in only-�C

configuration. Similar skewed patterns are also observed in
the other 3n3e motifs. Figure 4b displays the intermediate
event occurrence of motif 011221 in FBWall. Due to the
ping-pong behavior formed by the last two events, the
second event occurrence is skewed to the last event for
only-�W , and the bias is reduced in �C/�W = 0.66 and
only-�C configurations. We also observed similar patterns
in 4n4e motifs. Figure 4c shows the intermediate event
occurrence of motif 01212303 in CollegeMsg. In only-�W

case, the occurrence of the second event is skewed to the first
event and the third event is skewed to the last event, as both
first-second and third-fourth pairs are in-bursts. Tuning the
�C/�W ratio from 1.0 to 0.33 regularizes the distribution
of the occurrence.

5.2.3 The timespan of motifs
Lastly, we compare the distributions of motif timespans (the
time difference between the last and first events) for only-�C

and only-�W configurations. Note that the �C only gives a
loose bound to the timespan of motifs (�C ⇤ (m� 1) where
m is the number of events), while the �W gives a hard

Fig. 5. Distribution of the motif timespans for 010102 motifs
in CollegeMsg. The x-axis denotes the timespan of the motif
and the y-axis shows the count of such motifs. The distributions
are more regularized when going from only-�C to only-�W

configuration.

limit. Figure 5 shows a representative result; the timespan of
all 010102 motifs in CollegeMsg for different timing con-
straints (other results are in the supplementary materials).
In only-�C , the distribution of motif timespans follows a
normal distribution where the mean is approximately equal
to the value of �C . This indicates that using only-�C fails
to control the timespan of motifs. We observe that the
motif timespans are more uniform in �C/�W = 0.66
configuration, and the distribution is further regularized
in only-�W configuration.
Summary. We observe that �C and �W have complemen-
tary features; the former fails to bound timespans whereas
the latter introduces bias for the occurrence of intermediate
events. Combining both parameters by choosing a ratio for
�C/�W in ( 1

m�1 , 1) interval for m event motifs can yield a
trade-off.

5.3 Motifs as sequence of event pairs

In this section, we use our new lens, event pairs, to analyze
the characteristics of the sequences. In particular, we are
interested in the cause-effect relations among different types
of event pairs and how the ordered sequences of event
pairs show variety in various datasets. Figure 6 presents the
heat maps for all three-event motifs (both two- and three-
nodes) in SMS-A, SMS-Copenhagen, Calls-Copenhagen,
and Email using both timing constraints (�C = 2000s and
�W = 3000s); densities are color coded with respect to the
minimum and maximum values in each dataset (all results
are available in the supplementary materials). Since there
are two pairs of events in the three-event motifs, we repre-
sent those as an ordered sequence of two pairs in a heat map.
Regarding the counts, for most datasets, we observe the
majority of motifs are formed by the sequences involving
repetitions, while only a few motifs are formed by the
sequences including weakly-connected event pairs. This
is also observed in the previous studies [12]. The weakly-
connected event pairs is rare since the two events are likely
to be irrelevant, avoiding a cause-effect relationship.

In terms of the ordered sequences, we observe highly
similar patterns in all message networks. The sequences
involving both the repetitions and ping-pongs are the ma-
jority. Note that only two nodes are involved if there are
only repetitions and ping-pongs in the motifs; thus those
interactions in message networks tend to be very local, and
in most cases one-to-one conversations. Message networks
also show a certain preference in the sequences involving
in-bursts, out-bursts, and conveys. In-bursts and out-bursts
seem to be incompatible as we do not observe many motifs

CollegeMsg
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(a) SMS-A (b) SMS-Copenhagen (c) Calls-Copenhagen (d) Email

Fig. 6. Ordered sequences of event pairs for three-event motifs. Each block denotes a type of three-event motif, where y-axis shows
the first pair of events (first and second event) and the x-axis shows the second pair of events (second and third event). The color
indicates the motif counts in log scale and calculated with respect to the minimum and maximum counts in each dataset. Repetitions
and ping-pongs are the most dominant in message networks, while repetitions and out-bursts are more common in calls and emails.
Also, conveys, in-bursts, and out-bursts have asymmetrical trends in their compatibility.

that contain both. Conveys are often followed by out-
bursts but not by in-bursts or conveys, and in-bursts
are often followed with conveys, while the opposites
rarely happen. This implies that conveying an information
enforces its importance and likely to result in an out-burst
rather than an in-burst (which would only happen when the
information is particularly related to the target node). Also,
the likelihood of an in-burst creating a convey is higher than
an out-burst yielding a convey. We believe it is due to nature
of information. An in-burst is a targeted broadcast and more
likely to include information about the target node, thus
more probable to be conveyed, whereas out-bursts rarely
yield conveys since the information is already received
by others. In Calls-Copenhagen and Email, there are
less motifs formed by the sequences involving ping-pongs;
however out-bursts are very dominant. Phone calls are not
instantaneous events and happen for a duration; thus the
information are mutually exchanged and repetitions are less
likely to happen. Similarly, email communications do not
have information limit when compared to the messages.
Asymmetrical trends observed for message networks are
also common for calls and emails.
Summary. Sequences of event pairs suggest interesting find-
ings about the interplays among different types of pairs.
In particular, the commonalities observed for message net-
works and the asymmetrical trends are surprising thanks to
event pairs based analysis.

6 DISCUSSION

In this work, we introduced a comparative survey for the
existing temporal motif models. We evaluated both advan-
tages and limitations of these models with respect to two
key aspects: temporal inducedness and timing constraints.
In addition, we use the event pairs to analyze the sequences
in the observed motifs. Our experimental evaluation shows
that; (1) The temporal inducedness restrictions (consecutive
events restriction and constrained dynamic graphlets) ex-
hibit a bias towards certain types of motifs, consistently in
most datasets, (2) Timing constraints, �C and �W , have
complementary strengths, where the former fails to bound
timespans whereas the latter introduces bias for the occur-
rence of intermediate events; hence combining both param-

eters by choosing a ratio for �C/�W in ( 1
m�1 , 1) interval

for m event motifs can yield a trade-off; (3) Sequences of
event pairs suggest interesting findings about the interplays
among different types of pairs, such as asymmetrical trends
among different types.

There are several directions worth to explore as a future
work. Besides temporal inducedness and timing constraints,
for instance, temporal motifs with event durations is a
promising avenue. We believe that devising an ultimate
unifying model would be too ambitious due to the diverse
characteristics of temporal networks and application-driven
models (e.g., for phone calls) are likely to yield more ef-
fective and practical results. Also, understanding how the
observed motif counts are related to the intrinsic network
characteristics is important and recently introduced random
reference models can be helpful [48].
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events in the network. This gives us an idea about how
to choose the timing parameters (�C and �W ) in order
to address the trade-off between discovering more motifs
and reducing the computational costs. In the phone message
networks, an event (u, v, t) represents a message sent to
person v by person u at time t; we have SMS-A [44],
SMS(Copenhagen) [45], and College-messages [46].
Email presents the emails between members of European
research institution [46], where an event (u, v, t) denotes an
email sent from person u to person v at time t. Among the
online social networks; FBWall is the collection of posts
between users on Facebook in the New Orleans region [47],
where an event (u, v, t) indicates user u posted on the user
v’s wall at time t; StackOverflow and SuperUser are the
interaction networks on two stack exchange websites [46],
where event (u, v, t) stands for the answer/comment user
u posted on user v’s question/answer at time t. Note that
we slice out the earliest 10 percents of the events from
the original StackOverflow datasets for the efficiency
purposes. We also study the Bitcoin-otc, a trust network
where users rate each other to reflect their trust regarding
the bitcoin transactions [46]. For the CDR data, we use
Calls(Copenhagen), which is the collection of phone
calls between university students over a period of four
weeks [45].

Motif notation. We consider three-event and four-event
motifs in this work and it is not feasible to visualize all.
Instead, we introduce a notation to refer to the temporal
motifs in our experiments. We use 2n digits to denote a
temporal motif with n events. Each pair of digits is an event
from the node represented by the first digit to the node
denoted by the second digit. The first two digits are always
01, to denote that the first event occurred from node 0 to
node 1. The sequence of pairs and the digit number of each
node follow the chronological order of events and nodes.
Figure 2 presents some examples. For instance, 011202 (top-
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Fig. 2. [Left] We use 2n digits to denote a temporal motif with n
events. Each event is given by a pair of digits, where the source
node is the first and the target node is the second digit. The first
two digits are always 01, to denote that the first event occurred
from node 0 to node 1. The sequence of pairs and the digit number
of each node follow the chronological order of events and nodes.
[Right] Event pair representations, all six types are listed. At the
bottom, a three-node three-event motif is denoted as a sequence of
repetition and out-burst, and a four-event motif is denoted as a
sequence of repetition, convey, and ping-pong.

left) corresponds to a triangle temporal motif where the first
event is from the black node (0) to the white node (1), the
second one is from the white node (1) to the gray node (2),
and the last event is from the black node (0) to the gray
node (2). Note that we only consider the motifs that grow as
a single component, by adding one event at a time.
A new lens: Event pairs. In this work, we consider an
alternative way to interpret the temporal motifs [27]. We
simply look at the sequence of two events that share a node
(i.e., event pairs). Event pairs can be seen as the building
blocks of the larger motifs (with � 2 events). Given a pair of
consecutive events that share a node in the motif, (u1, v1, t1)
and (u2, v2, t2), where t1 < t2, there are six types of event
pairs (also shown in Figure 2):
• Repetition. Two events occur on the same edge (u1=u2,
v1=v2).
• Ping-pong. Second event is reverse of the first one (u1=v2,
v1=u2).
• In-burst. Two events share the same target (u1 6=u2, v1=v2).
• Out-burst. Two events share the same source (u1=u2,
v1 6=v2).
• Convey. The source of the second event is the target of the
first event (v1=u2, u1 6=v2).
• Weakly-connected. The target of the second event is the
source of the first event (u1=v2, v1 6=u2).

A motif with m events can be represented as a sequence
of m� 1 event pairs, as long as each consecutive event pair
shares a node (see Figure 2 for examples). Considering event
pairs as the building blocks is useful for three reasons:
• It is a 6-letter alphabet, thus a simple and succinct way to
deal with the temporal and structural complexity.
• It is expressive; can exactly represent all 2n3e or 3n3e
motifs (36 in total, i.e., 62) and all 3n4e or 2n4e motifs (216
in total, i.e., 63); it can also give 216 (63) broad descriptions
(not exact) for the 480 4n4e motifs that grow as a single
component.
• It is well-suited to capture the cause-effect relations:
event pairs within the larger motifs can reveal the mesoscale
characteristics while providing a straightforward interpreta-
tion.
Questions. In our experimental evaluation, we are looking
to answer the following questions about temporal network
motifs by using the various real-world temporal networks
in our dataset:
Q1: What are the implications of temporal inducedness
constraints discussed in Section 4.1? In particular, is there
any bias in the spectrum or counts of motifs obtained by
consecutive event restriction in [9] and constrained dynamic
graphlets in [11]? We answer those in Section 5.1.
Q2: How the timing constraints, �C and �W , impact the
spectrum or counts of motifs? What are the biases implied
by each constraint? How would the combination of those
two constraints compare? We consider those in Section 5.2.
Note that we avoid the experiments in prior studies [12]
about the choice of parameters.
Q3: What new insights can we capture by using the lens of
event pairs? What kind of sequences of event pairs observed
in each dataset? Is there any commonality for all datasets or
for the ones from the same domain? We investigate those
in Section 5.3.23



Ongoing work
• Randomized reference models

• Gauvin et al. https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.04032
• Randomizing the temporal networks and count the motifs to see which ones are characteristic 

to the network

• Fraud detection in Mercari data (online marketplace, Japan-based)
• Prohibited items to sell/buy: weapons, drugs etc.

• Financial transactions and friendships in Venmo data
• Analyzing patent collaborations and oppositions: 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-05217-8 24
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Conclusion
• Survey for four models, in the light of various aspects of temporality

• Different choices for inducedness and timing yield biased motif counts
• The lens of event pairs enables brief and insightful interpretation

• Application-specific models seem to be more promising than the one-
size-fits-all solutions

• Paper is available on arXiv: https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.11817
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